Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Reading

Oh! My favourite TV programme
starts in five minutes. I should
turn the TV on.

Great! It is on! Ha! Ha! It’s so
amusing and enjoyable! I think
I’m about to become a TV addict.

UNIT 5

Researchers found a sumatran tiger in the forest.
It was sick. It is an endangered animal so they
took it to the vet. Let’s talk to the vet and learn
more about the tiger’s health…

Oh! No! ……………. appeared on the
screen! This is boring! I don’t want to
know the latest events happening all
over the world! I just want to laugh!

Oh! What is this? This is
boring! I feel tired. I think I
should go and sleep.

Test
3. What kind of TV programmes does the boy
prefer watching?

A) This is a documentary.

A) sitcom

B) horror movie

B) This is a soap opera.

C) action film

D) quiz show
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C) This is a commercial.
D) This is a reality show.

2. Which of the following can complete the
text?

4. Which of the following feelings DOES NOT
the boy feel?

A) Discussion

B) Sports programme

A) tired

B) scared

C) Talk show

D) News

C) bored

D) happy
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1. Which of the following is the answer of the
underlined question in the text?

Writing
EXERCISE 1: Look at the chart and write two short paragraphs about Mikah and Judy’s TV programme
preferences.

Genres
Mikah

boring

don’t like

exciting

sometimes

interesting

melodramatic

Judy

educative

like

love

hate

boring

never

Mikah

Judy

							
I think documentaries are boring.

							
Suggested answer: I like documentaries

							
Suggested answer: I think documentaries

							
because they are educative. I like horror films

							
are boring. I don’t like horror films, but I like

							
too. Sports programmes are my favourite, but

							
sport programmes because they are exciting.

							
I hate talk shows. Quiz shows are boring. I

							
I sometimes watch talk shows. I think quiz

							
never watch soap operas.
							

							
shows are interesting and soap operas are
							
melodramatic.

							

EXERCISE 2: Which of the following TV programmes Mikah and Judy can watch together and spend good
time? Circle.

Horor Movie

Soap Opera
Talk Show

Sports Programme
Quiz Show
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Documentary

